
One of the consequences of improved medical care is that people are living longer and life expectancy 
is increasing.

Do you think the advantages of development outweigh the disadvantages?

Nowadays, by with improvements in the medical area, life expectancy has increases increased 
dramatically. The average living among developed countries has experienced increases from 40 years to 
70 years in the last century. Along with the various benefits of medical improvement, the side effects of 
these days’ treatments cannot be ignored.

Disease diagnosis plays a crucial role in treatment methods. The inventions of devices such as MRI and 
sonogram machines or performing clinical examinations which detect the probable diseases help 
doctors to cure their patients. Moreover, discovering some diseases such as cancers or heart problems 
in the first place can be resulted in indefinite treatment and prevent the loss of individuals.

The invention of the vaccine is another precious achievement of scientists in the medical area which 
prevents lots of illnesses and pandemics that not only can lead to the death of individuals, but also 
avoids control/stop/deter/manage some diseases’ side effects which cause disabilities and disorders in 
people specifically children. We can totally understand the importance of vaccine due to the spread of 
coronavirus in the world that has completely disturbs disturbed people’s life and healthiness and also 
has imposes imposed the huge pressure on governments and humans’ economiceconomy.

Despite the uncountable advantages of improvement in discovering and curing diseases, the side effects 
of these developments are deniable. From the devices, MRI for instance, to treatments can cause a 
different and occasionally irrecoverable effect on individuals’ bodies. For example, using X-rays to a 
large extent can be resulted in getting cancer or using too much medicine for a long period can cause 
new disease.

To sum up, in my opinion despite the drawbacks of new remedies to cure people and patients, the 
benefits of this development, which lead to an increase in life expectancy, outperform the 
disadvantages.
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